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During an investigation of Eltanin piston core 38-8
(61 0 48'S. 149 0 54'E. 5 1,800 fathoms), a new species of
the genus Rouxia was observed. It may be a potentially valuable stratigraphic indicator. The new
species, Rouxia heteropolara, is noteworthy for its
length and strongly heteropolar outline. The type
first was observed 380 centimeters from the top of
E38-8 and was observed to range from 260 to 380
centimeters, entirely within the Gilbert Reversed
magnetic epoch. Research in progress aims at delimiting the stratigraphic and geographic boundaries of
this species. The figure illustrates R. heteropolara.
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TAXONOMY

Genus Rouxia Brun et Heribaud (1893).
Rouxia heteropolara Gombos nova species.
Derivatio nominis: heteros (Greek) = different;
polaris (Latin) = pole.
Description: Valves linear, elongate, inflated transapically towards poles. Strongly heteropolar; one apex
blunt, rounded; the other apex attenuate. Rudimentary raphe bars widely separated, each located entirely within one of the inflated ends of the valve.
Axial area clear. Girdle view sigmoid.
Length of valve: 110 to 132 microns. Width: 5 to 6
microns increasing to 7 to 8 microns towards poles.
LengtIi of raphe bars: 23 microns in attenuate end;
27 to 8 microns in blunt end. Marginal striae: 11 to
12 in 0 microns.
Disussion: This species is readily identified by its
strongly heteropolar outline, which somewhat resembles the common laboratory spatula with both a
blunt and a pointed end. The length (more than 100
micro-is) of R. heteropolara is also characteristic.
This fragile diatom is rarely found entire. It is commonl)1 observed as fragments possessing either the
blunt or pointed end. Such fragments may be placed
this species by determining the number of marginal
withittriae in 10 microns.
Ty e locality: Eltanin piston core 38-8 from the
South Pacific Ocean between southeastern Australia
and t e George V Coast of Antarctica.
Ho otype: Slide EL 38-8 380-382. Micro-locator
coordinates (Micro-locator M4800 from Scientific
Products, Inc., Evanston, Illinois) SE 1/4 of L 27.
Re ository: Department of Geology, Florida State
University.
Support for this work was provided by National
Sciene Foundation grant Gv-42650.
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Rouxia

heteropolara, holotype.
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